
Terms and conditions:  

 

1. In the interest of fairness, the Institute for Tourism Studies (IFT) staff and their 

immediate family members cannot enter the lucky draw. 

2. Participant must be local residents with Macao BIR or non-local worker with blue card 

over 15 years of age. 

3. Each Macao BIR/ blue card holder as identified by their Macao BIR/ blue card number 

and phone number can only enter any lucky draw of this survey project once within the 

year of 2017. 

4. IFT will draw the winner from the participants by computer lottery. 

5. The winner will be announced on Institute Tourism Research Centre’s facebook page 

(https://zh-tw.facebook.com/itrc.ift/) and contacted by our staff via phone and SMS. If 

the winner cannot be reached by phone or SMS, or do not collect the prize within the 

given period, IFT reserves the right to draw a substitute winner from the rest of the 

participants. 

6. The winner is required to collect the prize during our office hours (Monday to Thursday 

09:00-13:00 and 14:30-17:45; Friday 09:00-13:00 and 14:30-17:30) with the given period 

at the following address: 

Institute for Tourism Studies, Macao 

Colina de Mong-Ha, China 

7. The winner is required to present his/her Macao BIR / blue card for identification when 

collecting the winning prize and agree for IFT to keep a copy as record keeping.  

8. The prize can be collected by the winner’s family or friend. A copy of the ID (Macao BIR/ 

blue card) of both the winner and the person who collect the prize on behalf of the 

winner are required for identification and agree for IFT to keep a copy of both the prize 

winner and collector as record keeping. 

9. IFT has the rights to disqualify the entrant in case of any entrant's missing or incorrect 

information, misconduct, fraud, dishonest act or abuse. 

10. IFT holds the rights and ruling power with things that do not contain in the regulations 

or any unexpected incidents or any Force majeure incidents. 

11. Personal Data Collection Statement 

I hereby agree and acknowledge that:  

- I have provided my name, relative ID number and contact number to IFT for the 

respective lucky draw.  

- IFT will process and store my personal information through automated devices or 

manual operation.  

- Personal data supplied by participants will only be used for the administration of 

this lucky draw and will be treated as strictly confidential. All personal data will be 

destroyed within 12 months after completion of this promotion. IFT reserves the 

right to publish part of the winner’s name, contact number and ID number for 

announcement purposes. 

12. In case of dispute, IFT reserves the right of final decision. 

13. In case of any discrepancy between the English and Chinese versions of these terms and 

conditions, the English version shall prevail. 

 

 

 

 


